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Summary of Methods and Sources

Main goals for basic understanding
Google Chrome Book, the YouTube video explaining the story behind Chrome, 
the Wikipedia page, other articles 
cater to application-dominated web  
quality attributes: performance, usability, stability, and security 

Research links from Assignment #0
found out about WebKit, V8, Skia, views, GDI, libXML

Chromium Developer Documentation
 design documentation for interactions between subsystems
 large portion is low-level and will be more helpful later

 
 Reference architecture model for a web browser

subsystems map to common browser components



Multi-Process Architecture

Most abstract conception of Chrome
Browser
Sandboxed Render Processes



Architecture Derivation Alternatives

Some possibilities came to mind: 
could be fully Object Oriented
Implicit Invocation before 
discovering "Hosts" & IPC 
Client-Server model - browser as 
"server" & renderers as "clients"

Some original thoughts on layout:
less modular with components 
less independent



Conceptual Architecture

Semi-strict Layered Architecture
fluid top-down dependency
increasing levels of abstraction 
reasonable cohesion between subsystems
reusable levels



Subsystem Functionality
User Interface
Browser Engine - chrome
User, Data & Engine Persistence - sqlite
Networking
Rendering Engine - WebKit
Display Back-end - views, Skia, GDI
JavaScript Interpreter - V8
XML Parser - libXML
Plugins 



Sequence Diagram

user viewing a plain HTML & CSS webpage which is not in 
cache and has no JavaScript content



Concurrency in Chrome

Processes use following threads: 
Browser Side

UI Thread - main thread
I/O Thread - IPC traffic, network events
File Thread - blocking I/O, system calls
DB Thread - database operations (sqlite)

Renderer Side 
I/O Thread - IPC traffic, blocking (synchronous calls)
Render Thread - main WebKit thread

 
Some components have own threads:

History, Web Data, Proxy Service,  Automation Proxy



Project Development

broken down into separate packages
components designed to be modular
high level of code reuse - open source!
independent in-house teams working on different 
subsystems
online community working on bug fixes, etc.

repository submission 
tree sheriffs
reviews before commits
all handled by different open source systems



Limitations

lack of detailed architecture documentation
low-level interactions at the Object levels

challenging to find high level connections
information overload at the beginning



Lessons

researching can be boundless
clear documentation correlates with understanding a 
system
use group setting as a forum to critically analyze our 
independent research



Conclusions

semi-strict layered architecture at the highest level
subsystems in mixed architecture styles
lots of code reuse, lots of third party open source code
revolutionary redesign of the browser as we know it


